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Ultrasonic attenuation and dispersion in deuterium-neon gas mixture 

R. G. HARLOW and R. A. BACON (GUILDFORD) 

MEASUREMENTS of the ultrasonic absorption and dispersion in deuterium-neon gas mixtures 
have been made at temperatures of 293 K, 473 K and 873 K using a non-interferometric tech
nique. With an ultrasonic frequency of 1 MHz, and using deuterium mole fractions of 1.0, 
0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1, each experiment covered a range of frequency upon pressure ratios of 
from 1 MHz/atm to about 100 MHz/atm. Corrections for the diffraction effects that occur 
in disc to disc coupling have been calculated using a model based upon numerical integration, 
that allows the transmitter to have a nonuniform amplitude distribution, and the receiver to 
have a nonuniform amplitude sensitivity. This feature was necessary because of the long quartz 
buffer rods required to transmit the ultrasound into and out of the high temperature environ-
ment of the gas under test. · 

Wykonano pomiary ultradzwie(kowej absorpcji i dyspersji w mieszaninach gazowych deuteru 
i neonu w temperaturach 293, 473, 673 i 873°K posluguj'lc siC( technik'l interferometryczn<~. 
Przy cze(stosci ultradzwie(kowej 1 MHz i posluguj'lc siC( ulamkami molowymi deuteru 1,0, 0,75, 
0,5, 0, I, w kazdym doswiadczeniu uwzgle(dniono zakres stosunk6w cze(stosci do cisnienia zmie
niaj'lcy siC( od 1 MHz/atm do ok. 100 MHz/atm. Poprawki wynikaj'lce ze wsp6loddzialywania 
mi~dzy poszczeg6lnymi kr<~:lkami okreslono posluguj'lc siC( mot:lelem opartym na calkowaniu 
numerycznym, co pozwalalo uwzgle(dnic nier6wnomierny ro!klad amplitudy w nadajniku 
i nier6wnomierny rozklad czulosci w odbiorniku. Byla to wlasnosc istotna ze wzgle(du na dlugie 
pre(ty kwarcowe potrzebne do przenoszenia ultradzwie(k6w do wne(trza i na zewn<~trz obszar6w 
wysokotemperaturowych w badanym gazie. 

IJpoaegeHbl H3MepeHHH ynbTpa3BYHOBOH a6cop6qHH H gHCnepCHH B ra30Bb~ CMeCHX geH
TepHH H HeOHa B TeMnepaTYpax 293, 473, 673 H 873° K, llOCJIY(I<HBaHCb HHTep<f>epoMeTpHlleC
HOH TeXHHHOH. IlpH ynhTpa3BYJ<OBOH qacroTe 1 Mn~ H noCJiy>KHBaHCb MonHpHbiMH gpo6HMH 
geihepHH 1 ,0, 0, 7 5, 0,5 H 0,1 , B Ha>KgOM 3HCnepHMeHTe yqTeH HHTepsan OTHOIIIeHHH llaCTOT 
H gasneHHIO, HCMeHHIOII.UIHCH OT 1 Mr~/aTM go npHMepHo 100 Mr~/aTM. IlonpaBHH, BbiTe
KaiOJ.llHe H3 B3aHMOgeHCTBHH Memgy oTgenLHbiMH HPY»<HaMH, onpegeneHbi noCJiy>KHBaHCb 
MogenbiO onHpaiOJ.lleHCH Ha tiHCJieHHOM HHTerpHpoaaHHH, l!To no3aonHno YllHThiBan. Hepa
BHoMepHoe pacnpegeneHHe aMnmrrygbi a nepegaTtiHHY H HepaaHoMepHoe pacnpegeneHHe 
llYBCTBHTenhHOCTH B npHeMHHHY. 3To CBOHCTBO cyl.lleCTBeHHO H3-3a gnHHHbiX HBap~eBb~ 
CTep>KHeH, He06XOgHMbiX gnH nepeHOca ynhTpa3BYHOB BHyTpb H BHe BbiCOKOTeMnepaTYpHbiX 
o6nacreH a HccnegyeMoM ra3e. 

1. Experimental 

THE TECHNIQUE used involves passing short bursts of ultrasound through a sample of the 
required gas mixture and measuring the propagation parameters, from which the rotation
al relaxation times may be derived. The main features of the experimental arrangement 
are shown in schematic form in Fig. 1. The synthetic quartz buffer rods a with the PZT5 
piezoelectric transducers b fixed to their outer ends are supported by the stainless steel 
end flange assemblies c. The stainless steel cylinder d of the test chamber is mounted within 
a cylindrical furnace (not shown) and is connected to the end flanges by means of stain
less steel bellows e. Titanium steel encased thermocouples fare used for the furnace tempera
ture control, and for monitoring the gas temperature. 
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d 

~====~~===== m~wumsys~m 

~===== 70 gas supply 
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the test chamber, a- synthetic quartz buffer rods, b- piezoelectric trans
ducers in housings, c- stainless steel end flanges and buffer rod supports, d- stainless steel cylinder, 

e - stainless steel beilows, I- thermocouple probes. 

Measurements are made by observing the changes in both the amplitude and the 
phase of the received signal as the path length in the gas is slowly increased by withdraw
ing the transmitting buffer rod and transducer. The data obtained consists of a set of 
amplitude measurements, and a set of position measurements for the transmitting buffer 
rod, both at received signal phase intervals of n. 

2. Diffraction corrections 

In the past [I] these data sets have been used directly to calculate the--absorption and 
the velocity, but it is now well established that the diffraction effects that occur in the 
transmission of sound from a disc to a disc should be taken into account. SEKI, GRAN'ATO 

and TRUELL [2] and others [3] have investigated the form of the transfer function for 
plane piston-like transducers transmitting through a non-absorbing medium (see for 
example curves A in Fig. 2). Due to the use of the buffer rods, it was felt that it was un
likely that the amplitude and phase would be constant across the transmitting face or 
that the amplitude and phase sensitivity would be constant across the receiving face. 

To resolve this question, each rod was set up as the transmitter, and the amplitude 
and phase distributions across each rod's end face were measured. It was found that the 
phase differences were negligeable but that the radially symmetric amplitude distribu
tions were as shown in Fig. 3. No appropriate theory could be found for the coupling 
of a non-piston-like source to a receiver of nonuniform amplitude sensitivity through 
an absorbing medium, and so a computer model of the situation was developed. In Fig. 2, 
curves A show the transfer function generated by the model for piston-like transducers 
in a non-absorbing medium, which is in agreement with RHYNE's recent analytical treat
ment [4]. Curves B show the effect of a highly absorbing medium on the transfer function, 
and this is in agreement with the calculations of KHIMUNIN [5] for this case. Curves C 
are the generated transfer function using the measured transmitter and receiver amplitude 
functions with a non-absorbing medium. Measurements are made at transducer separa
tions of up to 25 mm. and it can be seen that the corrections in this region can be signifi-
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FIG. 2. Disc to disc transfer functions generated by computer model. Curves A- piston-like transducers 
in a non-absorbing medium, B- piston-like transducers in a highly absorbing medium, C- transducers 

with measured amplitude functions in a non-absorbing medium. 
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FIG. 3. Amplitude distribution along a radius of the buffer rod ends. Curve A- rod used as transmitter, 
B - rod used as receiver. 

cantly different from those for the simple piston-like transducer case. Thus for each 
experimental arrangement approximate values of the velocity and absorption were ob
tained and used to generate correction data by which the experimental values were modified, 
before calculating the final velocity and absorption. 

3. Classical absorption calculations 

The results of measurements made on pure neon gas at 200°C are shown in Fig. 4 
plotted in the-dimensionless form used by GREEN'SPAN' [6]. The solid lines represent the 
theoretical · values of the velocity and absorption, and the triangles and circles are the 
experimental points. In this case of a pure monatomic gas at low frequencies, the absorp-
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FIG. 4. Neon at 200°C. Propagation parameters as functions of r, Triangles- from experimental absorp
tion, circles- from ·experimental velocity, solid lines- Burnett solution. 

tion can be calculated in at least two different but equivalent ways. The classical absorp
tion (Xc1 [7] in terms of the· viscosity 'YJ and the thermal conductivity K is given by 

!Xcl). = 2n
2 

f [~ 'Y} + (y -l)K ] , 
/' p 3 C11 

where f is the frequency, y = cPfcv, cP, Cv are the specific heats, pis the pressure, and ). 
is the wavelength. 

Alternatively, the GREENSPAN form of the BURNETT expression [6] is 

p 
r = 'YJ2nf' 

where A0 is the low frequency wavelength, v0 and v are the low frequency and normal 
velocities. 

These are equivalent expressions for values of r ~ 10, but for r < 10 the Burnett 
solution departs from the linear classical solution. 

For a pure diatomic gas the Burnett theory has been used by GREENSPAN' [6] to predict 
the non-molecular part of the absorption by using a multiplier to modify the value of r 
so as to form an effective re to be used in the calculation. The effect of this can be seen 
in Fig. 5 where the theoretical absorption curve has been clearly shifted slightly in the 
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direction of decreasing r. The experimental absorption is greater than the classical theoreti· 
cal value shown because of the additional absorption due to the rotational degrees of 
freedom of the deuterium molecules. Similarly the departure of the velocity from the 
theoretical values at high frequencies is due to the loss of the rotational component of 
the specific heat. 
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FIG. 5. Deuterium at 200°C. Propagation parameters as functions of r. Triangles- from experimental 
absorption, circles- from experimental velocity, solid lines- modified Burnett solution. 
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FIG. 6. 50/50 deuterium/neon mixture at 20°C. Propagation parameters as function of r. Triangles- from 
experimental absorption, circles- from experimental velocity, solid lines- modified Burnett solution. 
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In the ~ase of a gas mixture the expression for the classical absorption acquires an 
additional term due to the interdiffusion of the two gas species. In the form given by 
KoHLER [8] the expression for the classical absorption becomes 

1 2n2 f [ 4 (y-l)K Y2
X1X2PDt2 {M 2- M1 y- 1 kT }

2
] 

(XlA---- -'n+ + + - ---
c - y p 3 ., c

11 
v 2 M y X1X2 ' 

where x 1x2 are the mole fractions of the two gas species, v is the sound velocity in the 
mixture, M 1 M 2 are the molecular weights of the two components and M= M 1 x 1 + 
+ M 2 x, D 12 is the binary diffusion coefficient and kT is the diffusion ratio. 

This term has the effect of increasing the theoretical absorption and we have modified 
the Burnett solution in a manner similar to that employed for the case of the pure di
atomic gas. The value of r used in the Bumett calculation is modified by a multiplier chosen 
such that the low frequency Bumett absorption is the same as that obtained from Kohler's 
expression. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for a 50/50 mixture of deuterium and neon. 

4. Molecular absorption 

The same data is used in Fig. 7 to plot the excess absorption (i.e. the experimental 
values minus the classical values), and the velocity (rather than the dispersion) against 
frequency /pressure ratio. In addition a theoretical absorptioll curve for a single relaxa
tion process has been fitted to the experimental points by a least squares method, and is 
shown by the solid line. The theoretical velocity for this relaxation process is shown by 
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FIG. 7. 50/50 deuterum/neon mixture at 20 C. Excess absorption and velocity as function of frequency /press
ure ratio. Triangles - excess experimental absorption over modified Bumett, circles - experimental 
velocity, solid lines- theoretical single relaxation process absorption and·velocity fitted to excess absorp-

tion only. 
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the upper full line, this velocity being that predicted by the parameters found by fitting 
the absorption curve. These theoretical curves are given by [7]: 

). v 2 (Cp-Cv)C' . WT(CP-C')/CP 
CXmol = n V~ (Cp-C')Cv 1 +(wT(Cp-C')/Cp) 2 ' 

where Cp, Cv are the molar specific heats, C' is the molar specific heat of the relaxation 
process, w = 2nf and T is the relaxation time of the process. 

Note that the (unexplained) difference between the theoretical velocity and the meas
ured velocity is nearly constant at about 1%. It should also be noted that it is expected that 
there will be several relaxation processes occurring so that the absorption curve for the 
single process would be expected to have too large a maximum compared to the experi
mental points. 

Figure 8 shows a similar plot of the data from_ a 50/50 deuterium/neon mixture at 
626oC and it clearly shows two possibly related problems that are besetting the analysis._ 
The first is that at high temperatures and at high frequency /pressure ratios, the measured 
abso.rption is sometimes less than the theoretical value (even wjthout molecular processes). 
The other is that the measured velocity appears to increase with the frequency /pressure 
ratio at a significantly higher rate than can be accounted for by relaxation alone. The 
hypothesis that both of these effects could ' be the result of differential absorption of the 
two gas species by the chamber walls is currently under investigation. 
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FIG. 8. 50/50 deuterium/neon mixture at 600°C. Excess absorption and· velocity as function of fre
quency /pressure ratio. Triangles -excess experimental absorption over modified Burnett, circles - exper
imental velocity, solid lines- theoretical single relaxation process absorption and velocity fitted to excess 

absol})tion only. 
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5. Conclusion 

Measurements have been made on mixtures of deuterium and neon at four different 
concentrations at the nominal temperatures of 20°C, 200°C and 400°C and for three 
different concentrations at 600°C. For each set of absorptions obtained, the specific heat 
and the relaxation time of a hypothetical single relaxation process was obtained as described 
above. The specific heats thus obtained are plotted in Fig. 9 (a), (b), (c) and (d) for the 
15 mixtures and also for four additional sets of measurements made on pure deuterium. 
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FIG. 9. Rotational specific heats found by fitting a single relaxation process to the experimental excess 
absorption data for mixtures of deuterium and neon at (a) 20°C, (b) 208°C, (c) 420°C, (d) 626°C. 

The fit of this preliminary analysis appears to us to be quite reasonable, particularly 
when it is remembered that as the temperature is increased, the number of relaxation 
processes involved will also increase so that the single process approximation will become 
progressively less valid. 
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